
QUALITIES FOR JOBS (Adjectives)

Join the adjectives with their definition:

organized
energetic 
resourceful
responsible
co-operative
disciplined
dependable
aggressive
experienced

is orderly; plans things carefully
has good self control
reliable; can be trusted
hard working; tireless
needs few things to fix a problem
forceful; pushy
has knowledge or skills through experience
works well with others
always tries to do the right thing

knowledgeable
conscientious
accurate
thorough
patient
well-groomed
flexible
creative
motivated

eager and interested
is serious about the job
waits calmly; doesn’t get upset
can change easily
makes and invents new things
neat and tidy in appearance
exact; without mistakes
having a good deal of knowledge
complete and detailed

punctual
mature
practical
qualified
communicative
reliable
competitive
ambitious 

can be trusted
on time
acts like an adult, not a child
is willing to talk and give information
is actively looking for success
deals with what circumstances require
has the training or experience
wants to be more successful than others          



SOLUTION

QUALITIES FOR JOBS (Adjectives)

Join the adjectives with their definition:

organized
energetic 
resourceful
responsible
co-operative
disciplined
dependable
aggressive
experienced

is orderly; plans things carefully
has good self control
reliable; can be trusted
hard working; tireless
needs few things to fix a problem
forceful; pushy
has knowledge or skills through experience
works well with others
always tries to do the right thing

knowledgeable
conscientious
accurate
thorough
patient
well-groomed
flexible
creative
motivated

eager and interested
is serious about the job
waits calmly; doesn’t get upset
can change easily
makes and invents new things
neat and tidy in appearance
exact; without mistakes
having a good deal of knowledge
complete and detailed

punctual
mature
practical
qualified
communicative
reliable
competitive
ambitious 

can be trusted
on time
acts like an adult, not a child
is willing to talk and give information
is actively looking for success
deals with what circumstances require
has the training or experience
wants to be more successful than others          


